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a b s t r a c t
We experimentally explore the way political preferences shape giving behavior. We ﬁnd
no difference in average giving between the Left and the Right in a Dictator game environment. However, we ﬁnd the reasons for giving to be different. Right-leaning individuals give
according to a norm-dependent utility that takes into account the beliefs of the receiver. The
behavior of left-leaning individuals is not shaped by such an interaction between norms
and beliefs. We conclude that right-wingers choose in accordance with a “small world”
view, where giving is shaped by social interaction, while left-wingers appear rigid in their
reaction to social context.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 2014 Americans donated $358 billion to charity, clearly a considerable amount that can make a substantial difference in
the lives of the receivers. A burgeoning literature aims at explaining the motivation of those who donate. In “Who really cares:
the surprising truth about compassionate conservatism,” Brooks (2007) empirically explores the personal characteristics
associated with greater individual donations to charitable organizations. Brooks concludes that religion, family values and
income primarily determine the amount of charitable giving. He also ﬁnds a connection between political preferences and the
amount donated: conservatives donate more than liberals. He argues that it is not political orientation per se that determines
the propensity to donate, but rather deeper personal characteristics that both shape political preferences and the propensity
for charitable giving.
Like much of the research on this topic, Brooks’ conclusions are based on correlations in large data sets between the
personal characteristics of the donors (being religious, having family, being educated etc.) and the size of their donations.
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In this view, each characteristic inﬂuences the donations independently of other characteristics, and the total amount of
donations of any person can be determined by the sum of these inﬂuences. While perfectly reasonable as a starting point
for understanding giving behavior, this type of analysis is unable to explain the reasons underlying donation decisions.
More careful studies, with greater control over individuals’ decision-environment, are necessary to understand the mental
processes that lead to donations to charity, or freely giving away resources in any other way.
Recent research has made some headway towards understanding these mental processes. A recent article by Winterich
et al. (2012) points towards an important connection between charitable giving and moral judgement, which paves the way
for deeper understanding of variation in giving choices through potentially heterogeneous modes of moral reasoning. Studies
in social psychology are starting to uncover psychological and physiological mechanisms behind moral judgements and their
connection to political views. The Moral Foundations Theory (MFT), advocated by Haidt (2007), posits that conservatives
and liberals use different sets of moral foundations to make moral judgements, which subsequently shapes their donation
choices (Fowler and Kam, 2007). Heterogeneity in physiological factors, like sensitivity to aversive stimuli and the dominance
of either “emotional” or “cognitive” systems in the brain, seem to modulate the relevance of different moral foundations for
moral judgement, which helps explain donation choices (Hibbing et al., 2014; Greene et al., 2004). Together, these studies
suggest that the signiﬁcant overlap between personal characteristics and political inclinations presented in Brooks (2007) is
not coincidental; rather, it likely stems from fundamental psychological and physiological traits that also shape individual
choices with respect to charitable contributions and other forms of giving.
In this paper we try to uncover how sharing with strangers depends on self-proclaimed political preferences. We use
two versions of a Dictator game to understand the motivations behind sharing. We also elicit the propensity to follow rules
(Kimbrough et al., 2014), as well as social norms associated with the Dictator games (Krupka and Weber, 2013; Kimbrough
and Vostroknutov, 2016). We emphasize the role of social norms and the trade-off in individuals’ utility functions between
receiving direct beneﬁts from consumption and indirect beneﬁts from behaving in accordance with norms. We developed
a simple utility speciﬁcation, and, based on a combination of this utility model and a synthesis of existing research on
both social norms and behavioral differences between individuals with different ideological (political) leanings, we form
two hypotheses. Firstly, we hypothesize that a model where the emphasis is on the role of social norms in determining
the choices of individuals in dictatorial positions will be better suited to explain the behavior of (self-proclaimed) “rightwingers,” compared to their ideological opposites. Secondly, we hypothesize that right-leaning individuals, when they have
dictatorial power, will be more sensitive to the beliefs of the receivers about the identity of the dictatorial giver.1
We ﬁnd no difference in the distributions of offers in Dictator games made by self-proclaimed right- and left-wingers.
However, we ﬁnd stark differences in the reasons behind these sharing choices between the two groups. Interestingly, the
statistically insigniﬁcant difference between the distributions, therefore, masks the difference in the thought-processes
of the left and the right. We believe this might have discouraged previous investigation into deep differences into the
donation behavior of the two groups. When we investigate this, we ﬁnd that right-leaning individuals, in making their
sharing decisions, respect social norms to a greater extent, and we also ﬁnd that their choices are modulated by their rulefollowing proclivity. In addition, right-wingers decrease their contributions when it is uncertain to the receiver where the
offer comes from. That is, right-leaning individuals decrease their contributions when the receiver does not know for sure
whether the contribution was made by the actual giver or by someone else.
Based on these results, we conclude that right-wingers choose to share in accordance with the so-called “small world”
view, meaning that they care about beliefs of others about their rule-following, and they share according to what they
believe is the social norm. This is consistent with Moral Foundations Theory, which attributes such behavior to possibly
innate tendencies to maintain reputation and order (Haidt and Joseph, 2007). On the other hand, the self-proclaimed leftwingers behave in a starkly different way. We ﬁnd no correlation between the choices of left-wingers and their rule-following
propensities. Furthermore, we ﬁnd rather weak evidence that left-wingers respect what they think is a social norm. We also
do not ﬁnd that they decrease their offers when we introduce uncertainty about where (who) the offers come from. In total,
these possible motives can explain only small fraction of the variation in the behavior of left-wingers. We conjecture that
the left-wingers are more inclined than right-wingers to follow general ideas about redistribution in society.
2. Related literature
In the social psychology literature on political inclinations and sharing there are several experimental studies that are
close to ours. Fowler and Kam (2007) look at the differences in Dictator game giving when dictators know whether the
receiver is Republican or Democrat (or anonymous). They ﬁnd that both Republicans and Democrats give more to the
receivers of the same party and less to the receivers of the opposite party. Interestingly, subjects without strong association
with either Republicans or Democrats give the highest amount when they face anonymous receiver. The authors explain
this behavior with Moral Foundations Theory or MFT (e.g., Haidt and Joseph, 2007, and see references below), claiming that
the observed behavior is driven by the ingroup/outgroup sentiments. Winterich et al. (2012) also use MFT to show that

1
We use a left–right terminology in our experiments, and we are interested in both a spectrum based on such a terminology and in a conservative-liberal
spectrum. In line with the social psychology literature, where these two deﬁnitions are used interchangeably, we show that for our subject pool (Western
Europe) these two deﬁnitions, left–right and liberal-conservative, coincide.
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donations to charities increase if the charity cause is aligned with the moral foundations of a particular person.2 Dawes et al.
(2011) study political participation. They use ﬁve Dictator games à la Andreoni and Miller (2002) and ﬁnd that subjects who
reveal preference for higher total welfare have higher political participation than subjects who reveal selﬁsh preferences
or inequality averse preferences. Finally, Anderson et al. (2005) study choices in Public Goods and Trust games and ﬁnd
little evidence for the differences in behavior of self-proclaimed Republicans and Democrats. Chang et al. (2014) study the
connection between social identity and social norms. They use taxation frames in Dictator game to show that social identity
and social norms are related. In our study we use much milder difference between Dictator games and do not observe the
change in social norms (see below). It should be noted, that our study goes beyond the aforementioned literature. In all
papers mentioned above, the authors just ﬁnd connections between political inclinations and psychological traits (and/or
social norms). We try to understand the reason why this difference exists.
In the experimental economics literature, our design is closest to one of Dana et al. (2007) who study dictator games
where receivers are uncertain about whether dictators knew their payoff or not (second treatment). In their design the
dictators originally face a choice without uncertainty about the payoffs of the receivers being resolved. Moreover, dictators
can choose to resolve this uncertainty if they wish to. This variant of the dictator game is not very good for testing if second
order beliefs are at play. Receivers, who understand the game, should have some belief about whether dictator they face has
chosen to resolve the payoff uncertainty or not. Thus, dictators should estimate this belief and then calculate what is the
probability that receivers put on them choosing knowingly. Dana et al. (2007) do not try to pinpoint the source of treatment
differences in their experiment. However, the second order belief story we propose ﬁts their ﬁndings.
In other studies which involve modiﬁed dictator games all authors converge to the conclusion that the difference with
the control (standard DG) comes from either changes in norms associated with the modiﬁed version of the game or from
some form of caring about what others think (receiver, audience, etc.). Bardsley (2008) and List (2007) ﬁnd that in a dictator
game where it is possible to take money from the receiver the behavior is different even though the standard DG and the
modiﬁed version are equivalent from the game theoretic perspective. They conclude that the difference comes from the
change in norms associated with the two games. Andreoni and Bernheim (2009) explicitly test the model which predicts
that the ubiquity of 50–50 split in DG comes from the audience effect (care for second order belief). Dana et al. (2006) and
Lazear et al. (2012) study dictator games with the possibility for dictators to abstain from choice and receive a ﬁxed amount
of money. Dana et al. (2006) ﬁnd that choosing ﬁxed amount of money instead of facing the sharing option is speciﬁcally
driven by the desire to not look bad in the eyes of the receiver (second order belief). Lazear et al. (2012) ﬁnd the same for the
subset of population that they call “reluctant sharers.” Overall, we can conclude that all studies we are aware of attribute the
behavioral differences between standard and modiﬁed dictator games to either norms or second order beliefs. Our results
are consistent with these ﬁndings. However, we ﬁnd that heterogeneity in caring about second order beliefs and following
social norms can be connected to the psychological traits and political inclinations, something that is not explored in any of
the studies mentioned above.
3. Experimental design
The experiment consists of three stages and a questionnaire. In the ﬁrst stage subjects play single Dictator game (DG).
There are two treatments BASE and ASYM which differ only in the type of DG played in the ﬁrst stage (see details below).
In the second stage subjects answer questions about how socially appropriate they consider each action of both types of
DG. This is done in order to elicit norms following the procedure of Krupka and Weber (2013). In the third stage subjects
choose in an individual rule-following task as described in Kimbrough et al. (2014). All three stages are incentivized. In the
end of the experiment subjects answer questions from Moral Values Questionnaire and are asked a question about their
political inclinations. Experiments were conducted in Maastricht University in March–April 2014. Overall, 13 sessions were
conducted, 4 sessions of the BASE treatment and 9 sessions of the ASYM treatment.3 372 subjects took part in the experiment.
There were no pilots prior to the experiment. No sessions were dropped.
3.1. Stage 1: Dictator games
In Stage 1 subjects are randomly assigned a role of Dictator or Receiver. In the BASE treatment the Dictator game is almost
standard: there are 20 tokens, worth 50 cents each. Dictator can allocate some integer amount of tokens to the Receiver,
but no more than 10 tokens.4 Dictators know that the Receivers will receive the amount they have chosen. In addition, the
Receivers are aware that they won’t see the amount they got allocated until the end of the experiment. All this is common
knowledge to all subjects.5

2
Haidt (2007) distinguishes ﬁve moral foundations: harm, fairness, ingroup, authority and purity. He shows that liberals base their moral judgement on
only harm and fairness foundations, whether conservatives use all ﬁve to an equal extent.
3
The difference in number of sessions is due to the amount of data collectable from the two treatments. In the ASYM treatment less subjects chose as
Dictators than in the BASE treatment.
4
This is what differentiates our design from the standard DG. It should be mentioned that Dictators in standard experiments never allocate more than
half to the Receiver. We introduce this difference in order for the BASE treatment to be more comparable with the ASYM treatment.
5
See Appendix E for the detailed instructions.
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In the ASYM treatment the information is asymmetric and there is a possibility that the computer will make the division
instead of the Dictator. First, the subjects are randomly assigned a role of the Dictator or the Receiver. The receivers are
told that the amount they receive can come with probability 2/3 from a Dictator and with probability 1/3 from a computer,
which uses the distribution of offers from previous experiments with human choices to generate an offer. Given that Dictators
cannot send the Receivers more than 10 tokens (as in BASE treatment) this guarantees that Receivers upon receiving an offer
cannot tell from whom it came from.6 Receivers do not observe the amount received until the end of the experiment.
Dictators in the ASYM treatment are ﬁrst informed that they are Dictators. However, they are also told that they make
their choice only with probability 2/3 and with the rest of the probability the computer makes the choice for them. The
uncertainty is resolved in real time. If computer was randomly chosen to choose, then Dictators are informed about this and
do nothing. If a Dictator is chosen to make a choice then the Dictator allocates the tokens as in the BASE treatment (no more
than 10 tokens). It is emphasized to the Dictators that if they are chosen to allocate the tokens then this amount will be for
sure delivered to the Receivers. Dictators are also aware that Receivers cannot distinguish from whom the offer came. All
information about the procedure is common knowledge for all subjects.
It might seem like a waste of resources to resolve the uncertainty in the ASYM treatment before the Dictators make their
choices (one third of them end up doing nothing). The reason for this is to have only one possible explanation of treatment
effect, namely preferences of Dictators over the beliefs of Receivers. If the uncertainty were resolved after the Dictators have
chosen we would have a game that cannot be directly compared to the BASE treatment. In this case Dictators will not be
sure what amount of money the Receivers will actually get, which creates the possibility that treatment effect might come
from other sources than second order beliefs. For example, the Dictators might calculate the expected amount of money
that Receivers would get and change their behavior due to, say, social preferences. In our design, Dictators in both BASE
and ASYM treatments play the same game. The only difference between treatments is that in the ASYM treatment Dictators
think that Receivers believe that they see the offer from a human with probability two thirds. Thus, any treatment effects
are necessarily concerned with this second order belief.
3.2. Stage 2: Norm elicitation
After the Dictator game we employed methods due to Krupka and Weber (2013) to directly elicit norms for the two
types of DG games described above. Each subject was presented with a description of a scenario faced by players in both
BASE and ASYM Dictator games. Subjects were instructed to rate the “social appropriateness” of various possible actions
on a four-level Lickert scale: very socially inappropriate, somewhat socially inappropriate, somewhat socially appropriate,
very socially appropriate. Their answers were incentivized using a coordination game where we randomly chose one of the
hypothetical actions we asked them to rate and paid them D 2 only if their evaluation was the same as the modal evaluation
of peers in their experimental session.7
3.3. Stage 3: Rule-following task
After norm elicitations, we conducted a variant of the rule following task due to Kimbrough and Vostroknutov (2016)
which measures each individual’s propensity to follow rules (or obey the experimenter). In this individual task participants
drop balls one-by-one into two baskets: yellow or blue. For each ball in the yellow basket they receive 10 cents and for each
ball in the blue basket they receive 5 cents. The instructions explicitly specify that “the rule is to put the balls into the blue
basket.” Participants have 50 balls to allocate, thus their earnings can vary from D 2.5 (if they did follow the rule) to D 5 (if
they did not follow the rule).8 Following Kimbrough and Vostroknutov (2016), we use the cost incurred following the rule
as a measure of an individual’s propensity to follow norms.
The rule-following task is the last incentivized choice stage of the experiment. After subjects allocate all the balls they
observe a screen that shows to them how much they won in all three paid stages of the experiment.
3.4. Questionnaire
At the end of the experiment subjects were given the Moral Foundations Questionnaire, or MFQ, (Haidt and Joseph,
2004; Graham et al., 2008). Each question can be answered on the 6-item Lickert scale from 0 to 5 (“not at all relevant” –
“extremely relevant” spectrum or “strongly disagree” – “strongly agree” spectrum). The questionnaire is designed to estimate
the importance of ﬁve Moral Values: harm, fairness, ingroup, purity and authority. MFQ consists of 32 questions out of which
two are irrelevant and the rest 30 are divided equally among the ﬁve Values. The importance of each Moral Value is then
calculated as the sum of scores on the six relevant questions. Appendix F provides the exact questions and deﬁnes which
questions are used to calculate each Moral Value.

6
7
8

If Dictators could send more than half they could signal to the Receivers that this is not a computer offer by sending more than half.
See Appendix E for the detailed instructions.
See Appendix E for the detailed instructions.
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After the MFQ the subjects were asked the question about their political inclinations. The question is: “Consider the political
situation in the country where you are a citizen. In this country, where would you place yourself ideologically: to the left or to the
right of the political center?” There are ﬁve answers possible: Left, Center–Left, Center, Center–Right, Right.
4. Norm-dependent utility
In this section we present a very simple utility speciﬁcation that illustrates our hypotheses and shows what behavior
should be expected in the two treatments. We use the framework of Kimbrough et al. (2014). Let the choice of the dictator
in the Dictator game be x ∈ {10, 11, . . ., 20} (how many tokens she leaves for herself) and r ∈ {b, a} represent the treatment
(BASE or ASYM). Then the Dictator’s norm-dependent utility can be deﬁned as
Ui (x) = ˇi x + i g r (x).
Here, ˇi x is the personal utility of the Dictator; gr : {10, 11, . . ., 20} → [−1, 1] represents the (commonly known) social
appropriateness of action x; and i ≥ 0 is the norm sensitivity parameter of person i. Thus, i gr (x) is the part of the utility
function that represents the cost (beneﬁt) associated with following (breaking) the norm.9 In our experiment we estimate
i by means of the rule-following task and we elicit gr (x) for both treatments using the Krupka and Weber (2013) task.10
The theoretical abstraction of a social norm we have in mind is that it is unique and commonly known by all subjects. In
reality the elicitation of gr (x) will give different results for different subjects. We think of the elicited social appropriateness
as subjects’ beliefs about what the true norm really is.
Notice that the utility of the Dictator does not depend on anything but her own payoff and the social appropriateness
that the Dictator thinks is in place (depending on the treatment). Since in both treatments, whenever a Dictator chooses, she
knows what the Responder will get (her offer), her choice should depend only on gr (x). Thus, we should observe treatment
differences only if ga =
/ gb which can be empirically veriﬁed.
To model a second-order belief-caring Dictator we add an additional term to the above utility function. We assume that
a Dictator cares about the appreciation of his norm-following choice by the Receiver.11 Thus, the more a Dictator follows
the norm, the more utility she gets from knowing that the Receiver appreciates it. In the BASE treatment the utility then
becomes
Ui (x) = ˇi x + (i + ib )g b (x),
where ib ≥ 0 represents the sensitivity to others’ appreciation of own norm-following. In the ASYM treatment, where the
Dictator knows that the Receiver thinks the offer came from him only with probability 2/3, the utility becomes
Ui (x) = ˇi x + (i + ia )g a (x).
Here we assume that ia < ib because in the ASYM treatment the Dictator is less sure that the Receiver believes the offer
comes from him.
This utility speciﬁcation predicts that there are two possible sources of treatment effects: (1) different norms associated
with the two games and (2) a desire to be appreciated as a norm-follower. The data we collect for each subject (elicited
norms and norm-following propensity) potentially allows us to see what might drive the treatment effect. If the norms for
the two games are different, we might not be able to tell what the main driving force behind the effect is. However, if norms
are the same (ga = gb = g) the difference between the two treatments can only come from the uncertainty associated with
the second-order belief part of the utility. If this is the case, in the ASYM treatment we should see lower offers because the
overall coefﬁcient on g(x) is lower than in the BASE treatment.12
Given this utility speciﬁcation, we can explicitly formulate the hypotheses about the connection between norm following
and sharing in Dictator game. We expect that there should be no difference in the norms associated with the two versions
of the Dictator game (ga = gb = g). Together with Dana et al. (2006) and Lazear et al. (2012) we hypothesize that norms and
second order beliefs are the two sources of behavioral differences in our Dictator games. In particular, we conjecture that the
sharing choices of the Right should correlate with their propensity to follow norms (as in our utility speciﬁcation) and that
they should respond to the manipulation of the second order beliefs ( a <  b ), since, according to the “small world” idea, the
Right are mindful of others’ opinions. In line with Chang et al. (2014), we conjecture that the Left, if they use abstract moral

9
We use the term “norm” in the following sense. The norm is the action which is mostly socially appropriate, or, in other words, the one with the highest
value of gr .
10
We cannot directly estimate ˇi . However, in Section D we show how this estimation can be done using the actual choices of the Dictators.
11
In principle, the Dictator might care about the beliefs of the Receiver for the reasons other than the norm-following, for example, self-identity (Akerlof
and Kranton, 2000; Bénabou and Tirole, 2004). In Section 5 we provide support for our assumption, as we ﬁnd that exactly the same Dictators whose choice
is driven by norms also show different behavior between treatments, and Dictators whose choice is uncorrelated with their norm-following propensity do
not behave differently between treatments. This would not be the case if the preference over second-order beliefs had a different nature than appreciation
of norm-following.
12
The optimal choices are lower under the assumption that g is a decreasing function, which is indeed the case for almost all subjects.
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Table 1
Data summary of the amount sent (in tokens).

Left, BASE
Center, BASE
Right, BASE
Left, ASYM
Center, ASYM
Right, ASYM

Obs

Mean

SE

[95% conf. int.]

16
9
28
34
23
33

3.94
5.44
3.75
4.18
4.39
2.82

0.99
1.06
0.62
0.62
0.75
0.58

[1.82 6.06]
[3.01 7.88]
[2.47 5.03]
[2.92 5.43]
[2.84 5.94]
[1.64 4.00]

CENTER

RIGHT

2
0

1

Density

3

4

LEFT

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

Percentage of balls in the blue urn
Fig. 1. Distribution of the number of balls in the blue basket by Left–Center–Right.

principles to choose in sharing situations, should respond less to the changes in the second order beliefs, and, plausibly, not
react in the same way to the individual rule-following task and Dictator game.

5. Results
5.1. Data summary
We begin by pooling subjects into categories Left, Right and Center. Category Left contains all subjects who expressed their
political inclination as Left or Center–Left. Category Right includes those who expressed inclination Right and Center–Right
and Center contains those subjects who identiﬁed themselves as Center.
Table 1 summarizes the data on the amounts sent by the Dictators when they were chosen to decide the amount to send
by treatment and Left–Center–Right distinction.
The non-parametric tests reported in Appendix A show that there is no signiﬁcant difference among the distributions of
offers by treatment and category.13
Fig. 1 shows the distribution of the number of balls put into the blue basket. As can be seen, many subjects do not put
anything in the blue basket (it brings half the return of the yellow basket). Nevertheless, around half of the subjects do put
some balls there. We cannot reject the null hypothesis of an absence of a difference in the distributions between Left, Center
and Right.

5.2. Political inclination and MFQ
We ask our subjects the question about political inclinations (rate your political afﬁliation among Left, Center–Left, Center,
Center–Right, Right). We ﬁnd that the self-reported political inclination correlates with the Moral Values elicited through the
MFQ. We ﬁnd harm and fairness being higher among the self-proclaimed Left and authority, purity and ingroup higher among
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Harm

Fairness
Left

Ingroup

Center

Purity
Right

Authority
95% Conf. Int.

Fig. 2. Moral foundation questionnaire and self-reported political inclinations.
Table 2
Ordered logit regression of the self-reported political attitude (Polit = 0 is left, Polit = 4 is right) on MFQ. Errors are clustered by session.
Polit

1
ˇ/se

2
ˇ/se

harm

−2.007**
(0.983)
−3.185***
(1.216)
2.264**
(1.086)
1.731
(1.362)
1.308*
(0.698)
372

−1.963**
(0.896)
−3.301***
(1.126)
3.163***
(0.820)

fairness
ingroup
authority
purity
N
*
**
***

1.827***
(0.685)
372

p < 0.1.
p < 0.05.
p < 0.01.

the Right (Fig. 2).14 This demonstrates that left–right self-proclaimed political inclination in our experiment is consistent
with the conservative-liberal spectrum reported in Haidt and Joseph (2007).15 Moreover, several studies suggest no cultural
differences in moral foundations across many different countries (Graham et al., 2009; Haidt et al., 1993; Thorisdottir et al.,
2007). This allows us to assume that the hypotheses tested in many studies in the US can be applied to our subject pool
(mostly German and Dutch undergraduates).16
The ﬁgure in Haidt (2007) (see also Haidt and Graham, 2007) shows that extreme Left deem harm and fairness as much
more relevant for moral judgement than ingroup, authority and purity, whereas extreme Right deem all ﬁve foundations
equally relevant. Haidt (2007) uses data from American colleges. If we compare the relevance of harm and fairness for the
Right on Fig. 2, we can see that the self-proclaimed Right in our subject pool still consider harm and fairness more relevant
than ingroup, authority and purity, which corresponds roughly to “Slightly Conservative” on the ﬁgure in Haidt (2007). The
difference might be due to a generally more liberal subject pool in the Netherlands than in the American colleges.
We support Fig. 2 with some regression analysis. Table 2 reports ordered logit regression of variable polit (equals 0 for
Left, 1 for Center–Left, 2 for Center, 3 for Center–Right, 4 for Right) on ﬁve traits composed from MFQ questions in Hirsh et al.

13

Some WMW tests in Appendix A are weakly signiﬁcant. However, the general direction is in line with our hypotheses.
For purity 95% intervals are not disjoint as for all other characteristics. Nevertheless, the difference is signiﬁcant.
It should be noted at this point that we do not try to associate the Left with liberal and the Right with conservative. Our data suggests that these
classiﬁcations are similar and are in line with the studies done in the US. However, it is not the subject of this study to make these comparisons. The
purpose of the current analysis is to show that the Left and the Right, as elicited by our questionnaire, are different in psychological traits according to MFQ.
16
Haidt et al. (1993) and Haidt and Joseph (2007) ﬁnd that studying in elite American college as well as being well-educated correlates with using only
harm and fairness as moral foundations. Our subject pool is similar to that of American elite colleges.
14
15
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Very appr.
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ASYM
±2SE

Very inappr.

Social Appropriateness
Inappr.
Appr.

BASE
±2SE

0

1

2

3

4

5

Amount sent
Fig. 3. Average norms elicited for BASE and ASYM treatments. All 372 subjects.

(2010).17 The regression shows that self-reported political inclination corresponds to what Hirsh et al. (2010) call “political
orientation” and allows us to predict political inclination from the answers to the Moral Foundations Questionnaire.
As can be seen from the regression, harm and fairness measures decrease the political inclination choice towards Left,
while purity and ingroup increase it towards Right.,
5.3. Elicited norms
Fig. 3 shows the averages of the norms elicited for the BASE and ASYM treatments.18 It is clear from the graph that the
average norms are very close to each other. One possible question may arise: Do subjects who played the BASE Dictator
game report different norms than the subjects who played ASYM Dictator game? The answer is no. The average norms are
basically indistinguishable from each other if treated separately for each treatment.
This makes us conclude that the norms for the BASE Dictator and ASYM Dictator games are the same. Thus, as was discussed
in Section 4 we can assume ga = gb = g, which implies that any treatment differences must come from the sensitivity to the
second order beliefs.19
5.4. Amount sent and norm following
In this section we analyze how the rule-following propensity, the expressed norm and the self-reported political inclination inﬂuence the amount sent by the Dictators in two treatments. Before we get to the analysis we construct an independent
variable that makes sense if we assume that subjects maximize norm-dependent utility as described in Section 4. In the experiment we elicited both an estimate of  and an estimate of g for each subject. The question is How can we test if subjects
maximize norm-dependent utility? The simplest possibility is to use an estimate of  as independent variable. However, we
can also use the elicited norm g in order to capture more variance in the data. The idea is to use independent variable g ,
where g stands for the estimate of the derivative of g. One may think of g as an estimate of how much each subject thinks
others care about him breaking the norm. We estimate g by simply taking the difference between the appropriateness rating
for giving half of the pie and the appropriateness rating for giving nothing.20 To understand why this is a reasonable variable
suppose that g is constant (derivative is zero), then the optimal choice is to maximize personal utility independently of  or
g (and thus send nothing).21 If g instead declines (negative derivative) then we have a trade-off between keeping D 1 (which
gives additional personal utility) and sending D 1 (which gives additional norm-following utility). The steeper g is, the more

17

Table 4 in Appendix B explains the variables.
To calculate the average norm we assigned numbers −1, − 13 , 13 , 1 to the four appropriateness levels in the norm elicitation task and then took the
averages of these numbers over all subjects. The numbers are chosen to be consistent with the deﬁnition of g function in Section 4.
19
In principle, from the equivalence of averages we cannot directly conclude that the same is true for each subject. However, in comparing two treatments
this is not important, since no subject has participated in both treatments. Moreover, the regression analysis below pulls all the data anyway, thus only
average norm plays a role eventually.
20
For the vast majority of subjects the norm g is monotonic. In the more complicated analysis of Appendix D we pay more attention to the exact shape
of g.
21
Notice that this is true regardless of the level at which g is constant. If one considers all actions equally appropriate, then the personal payoff maximizing
one is the optimal choice regardless also of the rule-following propensity.
18
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Fig. 4. Average amounts sent by self-reported political inclination and treatment as dependent on g .
Table 3
OLS regressions of the amount sent for the Left, the Center and the Right. Errors are clustered by session.
Amount sent

Left
ˇ/se

Center
ˇ/se

Right
ˇ/se

g

0.982
(1.047)
0.407
(1.035)
−0.305
(1.269)
3.505***
(0.915)
50
.01

−0.025
(1.526)
−1.116
(1.667)
0.097
(2.218)
5.459***
(1.210)
32
.02

2.569***
(0.758)
−1.448*
(0.771)
1.534
(0.870)
2.933***
(0.661)
61
.34

asym
asym ×g
cons
N
R2
*
***

p < 0.1.
p < 0.01.

tempting it is to send D 1, especially if  is high too. Thus, g should be a good predictor of the amount sent, if it is true that
subjects act as if maximizing norm-dependent utility.
Fig. 4 shows the average amounts sent by political inclination, treatment and g . The amounts sent by the Left and
the Center subjects do not seem to depend on g . However, for the Right we see a trend: the more subjects are prone to
following rules and the steeper their g function is, the more they send. This points towards two different mechanisms behind
cooperation in Dictator game for the Left and the Right given our previous observation that the distributions of the amounts
sent for the Left and the Right are the same.
Next we look at the regression analysis of the amount sent as dependent on g and treatment. Table 3 shows that there is
signiﬁcant inﬂuence of g on the amount sent only for the Right subjects.22 For the Left and Center subjects the amount sent
does not depend on g . This shows that for the Right there is a “homegrown” social norm that is followed when deciding
how much to send in the Dictator game while for the Left the mechanism behind giving is different. In addition, we see
that there is a treatment effect for the Right subjects. They send around D 1.4 less overall in the ASYM than in the BASE
treatment. In the ASYM treatment the presence of asymmetric information makes the second order beliefs of the Receiver
less salient, which leads to less giving (see Section 4). The Left and the Center (at least in this model), on the other hand, are
not inﬂuenced by the information asymmetry, which points towards an idea that they might be using some general idea(s)
about welfare and fairness when deciding on the amount to send.
In order to shed some light on how the Left choose we conduct some additional analysis which is presented in Appendix
C. We choose to ignore i and regress the amount sent on just g . The OLS regression shows that the Left are sensitive to the
norm in the ASYM treatment (coefﬁcient on g is 2. 421*** , p = 0.001) and they also give less in the ASYM treatment. Even
though this explains only 7% of the variation in the data, it allows us to hypothesize that left-leaning individuals do care
about social norms to some extent. This also points towards an idea that our inability to explain the Dictator game choices of
the Left with their propensity to follow rules, as elicited in the individual rule following task, stems from more noise present
in their choices in the individual task and not from the incompatibility of our utility speciﬁcation with the actual choices of

22

Table 4 in Appendix B explains the variables.
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the Left.23 Thus, we conclude that norm-following propensity is crucial in explaining the behavior of the Right, but not of
the Left, who might react differently than the Right to the individual rule following task.
These results are in line with several studies in social psychology. Skitka and Tetlock (1993) report that conservatives
tend to not share with people who violate social norms, while liberals help everyone equally (given the availability of the
resources). Thorisdottir et al. (2007) ﬁnd a connection between rule-following (desire for order) and conservative views in
the data set collected in 19 European countries. The treatment effect result for the Right is consistent with the ideas expressed
in Haidt (2007). He points out the importance of being a good “intuitive politician,” (term coined by Tetlock, 2002) which
means being aware of and caring about reputation or, in our terms, second order beliefs. The ﬁnding that the Left are not
inﬂuenced by the beliefs of others suggests that there must be a completely different mechanism behind their choices (for
the discussion, see Section 6 below).
The analysis done in this section is rather straightforward. In Appendix D we report more complex analysis of the data.
Since we elicit social appropriateness and norm-following propensity for each subject, we are close to having almost all
the ingredients of the norm-dependent utility function (except ˇi ). In Appendix D we propose a method for estimating ˇi
for each subject. Then, with these estimates at hand we determine what the choice of each subject should be according to
the norm-dependent utility, which we now know from the estimates of g and . Then we regress the actual choices of our
subjects on this predicted choice. The results of this analysis are the same or even stronger than those presented above. That
is, the choices of the Right are explained very well by the hypothetical choice that they would have done if they maximized
the norm-dependent utility (R2 up to 45% depending on the speciﬁcation), while there is no signiﬁcance at all for the Left.

6. Discussion
Our results show that people who self-identify themselves as Right, meaning that they self-identify as right-wing or
center–right in the political context of their country, share in accordance with the social norm that they perceive to be the
relevant one in the Dictator game. Moreover, they care about others’ beliefs: it is important to them that others do not think
they are rule-breakers (or norm-breakers). These results are in line with our original hypothesis that the Right behave in
accordance with the “small world” perception of social situations.
The norm-based behavior we ﬁnd for right-leaning individuals may be the result of evolutionary pressure that forced
our ancestors to be more cooperative and co-exist in small groups. Haidt and Joseph (2007) argue that adaptive challenges
like protecting the young, cooperating with non-kin, cooperating in groups, negotiating hierarchy and avoiding microbes
and diseases are the basis of moral foundations (harm, fairness, ingroup, authority, purity) that guide people’s decisions,
including those related to sharing and charity. However, Graham et al. (2009) and Haidt and Graham (2007) point out that,
while conservatives consider all ﬁve of these foundations equally relevant for moral decisions, liberals deem only two—harm
and fairness—relevant. These results are also in line with a number of studies which ﬁnd conservatives to be more sensitive
than liberals to the variety of aversive stimuli. The foci of these studies include, among other things, aversive pictures (Dodd
et al., 2012; Oxley et al., 2008), negativity bias (Hibbing et al., 2014), anger (McLean et al., 2014) and disgust (Smith et al.,
2011). Based on this, Graham et al. (2009) and Haidt and Graham (2007) postulate that conservatism is a more traditional
and evolutionarily old ideology, rooted in our species’ evolved traits, while liberalism is relatively new and associated with
recent Western philosophical ideas.
The dependence on social norms and beliefs of others, when it comes to the sharing choices of the Right in our experiment,
ﬁts nicely into this picture. For example, greater sensitivity of conservatives to angry faces (McLean et al., 2014) might lead
to an avoidance of making others angry, which in our context implies more giving in the BASE than in the ASYM treatment,
exactly what we ﬁnd. Following social norms might be linked to the desire of conservatives for less uncertainty in their
environment (if everyone follows clear cut rules life becomes predictable and orderly), which we interpret as a form of
negativity bias against disorder (Hibbing et al., 2014; Jost et al., 2008).24
Compared to the Right, it is more challenging to explain or carefully hypothesize about which mechanisms might be
responsible for the sharing choices of the Left. As was mentioned above, liberals tend to use only harm and fairness as their
guide to moral decisions, while conservatives consider all ﬁve foundations. It is unrealistic to think that liberals are completely
devoid of emotion associated with ingroup, authority and purity. More likely, they use a different form of reasoning, more
abstract, and potentially greater “cognitive control” when making moral choices. This idea is supported by several studies. In
an fMRI study Greene et al. (2004) ﬁnd two systems in the brain that are active during the resolution of moral dilemmas. The
“emotional” system responds quickly to morally “inappropriate” situations, while the “cognitive” system is slower and is
involved in controversial settings that involve moral violations. It is possible that the difference between sharing choices of
conservatives and liberals lies in the differential involvement of these two systems: conservatives rely perhaps to a greater
extent on the emotional system, while the cognitive one might be more prevalent in the decision-making of liberals. In
our data we ﬁnd that subjects who identiﬁed themselves as Right chose the offer with in average time of 9.64 s (se 1.77)

23

In Section 6 below we discuss other possible explanations of the choices of the Left.
A similar connection between being conservative politically and following social norms was made in Skitka and Tetlock (1993) and Thorisdottir et al.
(2007).
24
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and those who identiﬁed themselves as Left chose on average in 14.78 s (se 2.98). This provides tentative support for the
hypothesis that different forms of reasoning are used when liberals and conservatives make moral choices.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a simple theory of sharing behavior, and experimentally explore how sharing in a Dictator game
is shaped by political inclination. Based on our theory, and insights from social psychology, we propose that conservatives (or
self-proclaimed right-wingers) and liberals (or self-proclaimed left-wingers) reason in fundamentally different ways when
deciding how much to share. That is, the mechanisms behind the sharing decisions, though not necessarily the decisions
themselves, are fundamentally different between individuals with different political leanings.
We use two versions of the Dictator game: the standard version and a version with incomplete information where the
receiver is uncertain about the identity of the sender. More speciﬁcally, in the second version of the Dictator game, the
receiver believes that she obtains an offer from human only with probability 2/3, while with probability 1/3 the offer is
generated by a computer program that sends offers based on the distribution of real offers in past experiments. Importantly,
all of this is known to the dictator, which means that we can analyze how this uncertainty at the receiving end affects the
dictator’s propensity to give. For each subject, we also elicit the rule-following propensity and the social norms associated
with each game.
Our ﬁndings suggest stark differences between individuals occupying different positions on the political spectrum. We
ﬁnd that self-proclaimed right-wingers, when choosing the amount to share, follow the social norm they believe to be in
place, and we also ﬁnd that they react more strongly to the norm when their rule-following propensity is high. In addition,
in what we consider to be perhaps the most novel contribution of the paper, we ﬁnd that right-wingers also care about the
receiver’s beliefs: whether the receiver knows where the money comes from (the dictator or a computer program) affects
the sharing behavior of right-leaning individuals in our experiments regarding their norm-following behavior. We do not
observe similar picture for left-leaning individuals. They do not follow social norms to the same extent and seemingly do
not care about the beliefs of others.
These ﬁndings are consistent with the so-called Moral Foundations Theory. In our case the results appear to be driven
by the desire of the right-wingers to avoid disorder (by following norms) and to maintain reputation (by not making the
receiver angry with a small offer). We propose that our ﬁndings on the behavior of the political Right may be explained
by the “small world” concept. This concept says that right-wing individuals tend to make sharing decisions using moral
judgements based on emotions that are evoked by their current social situation, taking into account the reactions of others
as if they were living in a small community. Left-wing individuals, on the other hand, appear to use a moral reasoning based
abstract ideas regarding redistribution in the society. However, as our theoretical framework appear better equipped to
explain the behavior of right-wing individuals, we need—and plan to conduct—more research in order to better understand
the mechanisms behind left-wingers’ sharing decisions.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jebo.2017.01.023.
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Appendix (for online publication)
A

Additional Data Summary Analysis

Figure 5 shows the histograms of the division of the data by treatment and Left-Center-Right category.
We run nine Wilcoxon tests to compare distributions on the figures. We compare the distributions of the
three groups of subjects inside each treatment and each group between treatments. Only two tests come
close to being significant. The Left in ASYM treatment give more than the Right (WMW test, p = 0.1131,
two-sided) and the Center in the ASYM treatment give more than the Right (WMW test, p = 0.0859,
two-sided). If we combine the Left and the Center and compare that to the Right in the ASYM treatment
we get more significant results (p = 0.0561, two-sided). Thus, Left and Center give more on average
(4.26 tokens) than Right (2.82 tokens) in the ASYM treatment. We can also reject the null hypothesis of
the same distributions of offers between Left and Right for both treatments (WMW test, p = 0.0667, twosided). Overall, we do not take these non-parametric tests as the strong evidence of the difference in
giving between Left and Right. These results are not unexpected. Anderson, Mellor, and Milyo (2005)
also find no significant distinction in the behavior of Democrats and Republicans in Public Goods and
Trust games. The pattern of the offers is also very similar to standard Dictator game experiments.
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Figure 5: Histograms of the amounts sent by treatment and Left-Center-Right.

1

B

Variables
Variable
polit

Range

Definition

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

harm
fairness
ingroup
authority
purity
asym
φ
φg0

[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
0/1
[0, 1]
[0, 2]

maxchoice

[0, 10]

0 for Left, 1 for Center-Left, 2 for Center, 3 for Center-Right, 4 for
Right
average answer to the 6 questions related to harm from MFQ
average answer to the 6 questions related to fairness from MFQ
average answer to the 6 questions related to ingroup from MFQ
average answer to the 6 questions related to authority from MFQ
average answer to the 6 questions related to purity from MFQ
is 1 for ASYM treatment, else 0
individual’s estimate of φ (number of balls in the blue basket)
individual’s φ times the difference in her g at giving 0 and giving
half (or derivative)
the amount sent as predicted by the norm-dependent utility maximization

Table 4: Variables used in regressions.

C
C.1

Additional Regressions
Amount Sent
Amount Sent
g0
asym

Left
β/se
0.638

Center
β/se
–1.855

(0.414)

(1.178)

–3.138***
(0.828)

asym× g0
cons
N
R2

1.782**

(0.670)

2.901***

–7.082**
(2.904)

3.477*

(1.772)

8.605***

Right
β/se
1.679**

(0.752)

0.033

(0.950)

–0.575

(0.978)

0.912

(0.364)

(1.095)

(0.703)

50
.07

32
.07

61
.07

Table 5: OLS regressions of the amount sent for the Left and the Right. Errors are clustered by
session. * – p < 0.1; ** – p < 0.05; *** – p < 0.01.

2

D

Amount Sent and Utility Maximization

In Section 5 we looked at how the reports of the norm g and estimates of φ influence the amount sent
in Dictator games. However, the analysis was rather simple and did not take into account an important
aspect of choice. According to our norm-dependent utility specification each subject maximizes normdependent utility and chooses accordingly. In this section we test this hypothesis directly. We have the
estimates of (almost) all the ingredients of the norm-dependent utility and thus, we can find what the
optimal choice for each subject should be according to the norm-dependent utility specification.
The only problem with such an analysis is the unobserved coefficient β i in the personal utility part
(β i x). In order to find out how well norm-dependent utility maximization fits the choices that we observe
we need to find an estimate of β i . To make our life harder we postulate that all subjects share the same
coefficient β. Thus, our first task is to find an estimate for β.
Our idea for how to estimate β is to first try to find the individual β i that best fits the amount sent, the
estimate of φ and the elicited norm g which we know for each subject. We do it by first taking some value
β̃ i from the interval [0, 0.1].1 Then for this β̃ i we estimate the norm-dependent utility function ũi ( x ) =
β̃ i x + φi gi ( x ) for each action x and find the action with the highest utility (for each subject separately). We
then find β̃ i which best fits the observed amount sent. This procedure gives us an estimate of best fit β̃ i
for all subjects.
On the next step we find the average β̄ of β̃ i and try to estimate how well the choice under the maximization of the utility β̄x + φi gi ( x ) fits our data on the actual amounts sent. To do this we construct an
independent variable maxchoice which for each subject is equal to the optimal amount sent if the subject
maximized the utility function with β̄.
From the estimation of the individual β̃ i we find that for the Right the average β̄ = 0.01.2 The first
two columns of Table 6 show the OLS regressions of the amounts sent for only the Right on the estimated
optimal choice given the utility function 0.01x + φi gi ( x ) and treatment interactions. The first column
shows all data for the Right and the second column shows the same regression but restricted only to the
subjects with φi > 0.3
One can see that the actual choice is very well predicted by the estimate of the optimal choice under
norm-dependent utility maximization. However, if only norm-dependent utility played the role in predicting the behavior in our data we should not observe any treatment effects. This is because the elicited norms
should already take into account any treatment effects. Thus, given the fact that the treatment effect is
significant, as well as the interaction asym×maxchoice, we should conclude that there is something else
going on in the choices of the Right beyond following the norms. We hypothesize that the negative effect
of the treatment (asym coefficient) is due to the difference between ASYM and BASE treatments meaning
that the Dictator knows that the Receiver is not sure from whom the offer came from. So, the negative
coefficient can be explained by the desire of the Right to not only follow the norm but also to be recognized
by others as a norm-follower. In the ASYM treatment Dictators know that Receivers do not necessarily
attribute the offer to them, but could also attribute it to the computer, thus they cannot guarantee that the
Receiver appreciates their norm-following.
It should be mentioned at this point that for the Left none of the regressions above give any significance with respect to any coefficients. By looking at the histograms of the data we conclude that this
is due to the fact that many of the Left who have high φi and thus should optimally choose to give half
(maxchoice = 10) nevertheless choose to give 0 to the receiver. This is true even given that the Dictator
1 In

the utility specification β i x + φi gi ( x ) the second additive term is calculated in arbitrary units. Thus, in
order to make any sense, β i should be in some interval so that this relativity is balanced. The interval [0, 0.1] was
empirically chosen such that for β i = 0.1 the personal part of the utility overwhelms the norm part of the utility.
2 We take average only over subjects with φ > 0, since for those with φ = 0 any estimate of β̃ is as good as any
i
i
i
other in predicting optimal choice.
3 The reason why we look at only φ > 0 subjects is that if φ = 0, as is true for around half of the subjects, the
i
i
estimate β̃ i can be anything.
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Amount Sent
Right
maxchoice
asym

β̄ / φ
0.01/all φ
0.01/φ > 0
0.02/all φ
0.02/φ > 0
b/se
b/se
b/se
b/se
0.250***
0.241***
0.289***
0.272**
(0.044)

(0.064)

(0.028)

(0.091)

–1.901**

–3.066**

–1.969**

–2.906**

(0.842)

asym×maxchoice

0.263*

(0.128)

cons
N
R2

2.948***

(1.229)

0.398**

(0.147)

3.018**

(0.796)

0.311***

(0.078)

3.007***

(1.057)

0.416***

(0.107)

3.162**

(0.718)

(1.102)

(0.720)

(1.033)

61
.30

33
.31

61
.39

33
.45

Table 6: OLS regression of the amount sent on the estimate of the optimal choice for Right. Errors
are clustered by session. * – p < 0.1; ** – p < 0.05; *** – p < 0.01.
game is played before the rule following task.
Next we perform a somewhat different calculation. We take some β̃ i ∈ [0, 0.1]. For this β̃ i we sum
over all Right subjects the square deviations of optimal choices given β̃ i from the actual choices. Then we
find β̃ i which minimizes this sum. This can be thought of as non-linear least squares estimation. We find
that with this procedure the optimal β is 0.05.
Finally, we perform one more exercise. We take different values of β̄ and run the regressions analogous
to those in the first two columns of Table 6. Then we check which β̄ fits our data the best. It turns out that
the best value of β̄ (according to the R2 criterion) is β̄ = 0.02. The two regressions with 0.02 are shown in
the columns 3 and 4 of Table 6. One can see that for Right subjects with positive φi we have R2 = 0.45,
which is rather high.
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E

Instructions

General information
You are participating in a decision making experiment which consists of two parts and a questionnaire. If
you follow the instructions carefully, you can earn a considerable amount of money depending on your
decisions, the decisions of the other participants and random events. Your earnings will be paid to you in
cash at the end of the experiment.
This set of instructions is for your private use only. During the experiment you are not allowed to
communicate with anybody. In case of questions, please raise your hand. Then we will come to your seat
and answer your questions. Any violation of this rule excludes you immediately from the experiment
and all payments. The EU Marie Curie initiative has provided funds for conducting this experiment.

E.1

Stage 1: Dictator Game BASE Treatment

In this part of the experiment, there will be two types of people, Red and Blue. Throughout Part 1, you
will be either a Red person or a Blue person depending on a random choice by the computer. You will be
paired with a person of the other type.
You will interact with only one other person in the room. In this experiment a Blue person makes
a choice and a Red person does not choose. The amount of money you receive depends on the decision
made by the Blue person in your pair. The tokens that you receive in this part of the experiment (translated
into Euro) will be paid to you in the end of the experiment. The future tasks in the experiment will not
affect your earnings in this part.
Instructions for Blue People
Each Blue person begins with 20 tokens. Each token is worth 50 cents. Thus, 20 tokens translate into 10
Euro. A Blue person chooses how to allocate these tokens between him/herself and a Red person he/she
is paired with. To specify an allocation, the Blue person should type the number of tokens he/she wants
to allocate to him/herself and the number of tokens he/she wants to allocate to the Red person and then
click “OK.” There are two restrictions on the allocation of tokens that the Blue person can choose:
1. The Blue person can allocate only up to 10 tokens to the Red person;
2. The two chosen amounts must sum up to 20 tokens.
Instructions for Red People
The Red person does not make any decisions. If you are randomly chosen to be the Red person, you will
see a screen that informs you about it.
You will not be informed about the number of tokens that the Blue person allocated to you until the
end of the experiment.

E.2

Stage 1: Dictator Game ASYM Treatment

In this part of the experiment, there will be two types of people, Red and Blue. Throughout Part 1, you
will be either a Red person or a Blue person depending on a random choice by the computer.
You will be paired with a person of the other type.
You will interact with only one other person in the room. In this experiment the Blue person is randomly selected with some probability to make a choice and the Red person does not choose. The amount
of money you receive depends on the decision made by the Blue person in your pair or the Computer.
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The tokens that you receive in this part of the experiment (translated into Euro) will be paid to you in the
end of the experiment. The future tasks in the experiment will not affect your earnings in this part.
Instructions for Blue People
Each Blue person begins with 20 tokens. Each token is worth 50 cents. Thus, 20 tokens translate into 10
Euro. With probability 2/3 the Blue person is chosen to allocate these tokens between him/herself and
a Red person he/she is paired with. With probability 1/3 the allocation is performed by the Computer
(Computer decides how many tokens both Blue and Red persons get), in which case the Blue person does
not make any decision.
If the Blue person is chosen to allocate the tokens, he/she should type the number of tokens that
he/she wants to allocate to him/herself and the number of tokens he/she wants to allocate to the Red
person and then click OK.
There are two restrictions on the allocation of tokens that the Blue person can choose:
1. The Blue person can allocate only up to 10 tokens to the Red person;
2. The two chosen amounts must sum up to 20 tokens.
If the Blue person is not chosen to allocate the tokens, then the Computer decides on the allocation
of tokens to Blue and Red persons. The Computer determines the allocation by a random draw from
the set of allocations obtained from analogous experiment in the past in which other participants made
decisions. Therefore, the choice of the Computer is the same as the choice of some (human) participant
in the past. The Computer is bound by the same rules: it never allocates more than 10 tokens to the Red
person and the sum of tokens allocated to Blue and Red persons is 20 tokens.
The Red person will NOT be informed who (the Blue person or the Computer) has made the choice.
The Red person will only observe the number of tokens allocated to him/her.
In case the Blue person is not chosen to decide, he/she will only see the number of tokens allocated
to him/her by the Computer in the end of the experiment.
Instructions for Red People
The Red person does not make any decisions. If you are randomly chosen to be the Red person, you will
see a screen that informs you about it. You will not be informed about the number of tokens that the Blue
person or the Computer allocated to you until the end of the experiment. You will not be informed about
whether the Blue person or the Computer allocated the tokens to you. You will only observe the number
of tokens you received.

E.3

Stage 2: Norm Elicitation

Questionnaire 1
After the task described on the previous page you will be asked to give answers to a series of questions.
On your screen, you will read descriptions of a series of situations. These descriptions correspond to
situations in which one person, Individual A, must make a decision. For each situation, you will be
given a description of the decision faced by Individual A. This description will include several possible
choices available to Individual A. After you read the description of the decision, you will be asked to
evaluate the different possible choices available to Individual A and to decide, for each of the possible
actions, whether taking that action would be socially appropriate and consistent with moral or proper
social behavior or socially inappropriate and inconsistent with moral or proper social behavior. By socially
appropriate, we mean behavior that most people agree is the correct or ethical thing to do. Another way
to think about what we mean is that if Individual A were to select a socially inappropriate choice, then
someone else might be angry at Individual A for doing so. In each of your responses, we would like you
to answer as truthfully as possible, based on your opinions of what constitutes socially appropriate or
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socially inappropriate behavior. To give you an idea of how to answer these questions, you will first go
through an example. The example situation will appear on your screen right after you finish the first task
described on the previous page. Please go through the example carefully and raise your hand if you have
any questions.
When answering the questions in the three hypothetical situations that follow the example you can
earn 2 Euro. In particular, one of the questions will be chosen randomly after everyone in the room has
finished with all three situations. You receive 2 Euro if you answered the randomly chosen question in
the same way as the majority of participants in the room. If your answer is different from the answer that
the most participants in the room have given, then you get nothing.

E.4

Stage 3: Rule-Following Task

In Part 2 of this experiment, you will decide how to allocate 50 balls between two buckets. Your task is
to put each ball, one-by-one, into one of the two buckets: the blue bucket or the yellow bucket. The balls
will appear in the center of your screen, and you can allocate each ball by clicking and dragging it to the
bucket of your choice.
For each ball you put in the blue bucket, you will receive 5 Euro cents, and for each ball you put in the
yellow bucket, you will receive 10 Euro cents.
The rule is to put the balls in the blue bucket.
Once the experiment begins, you will have 10 minutes to put the balls into the buckets. When you are
finished, please wait quietly until the end of the 10-minute period.
Your payment from Part 2 will be based on your decisions: it is the sum of payments from the blue
and yellow buckets.
This is the end of the instructions for Part 2. If you have any questions, please raise your hand and an
experimenter will answer them privately. Otherwise, please wait quietly for the experiment to begin.
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Moral Foundations Questionnaire

Part 1. When you decide whether something is right or wrong, to what extent are the following considerations relevant to your thinking? Please rate each statement using this scale:
0

1

2

3

4

5

not at all relevant

not very relevant

slightly relevant

somewhat relevant

very relevant

extremely relevant

1. Whether or not someone suffered emotionally
2. Whether or not some people were treated differently than others
3. Whether or not someone’s action showed love for his or her country
4. Whether or not someone showed a lack of respect for authority
5. Whether or not someone violated standards of purity and decency
6. Whether or not someone was good at math
7. Whether or not someone cared for someone weak or vulnerable
8. Whether or not someone acted unfairly
9. Whether or not someone did something to betray his or her group
10. Whether or not someone conformed to the traditions of society
11. Whether or not someone did something disgusting
12. Whether or not someone was cruel
13. Whether or not someone was denied his or her rights
14. Whether or not someone showed a lack of loyalty
15. Whether or not an action caused chaos or disorder
16. Whether or not someone acted in a way that God would approve of
Part 2. Please read the following sentences and indicate your agreement or disagreement:
0

1

2

3

4

5

Strongly Disagree

Moderately Disagree

Slightly Disagree

Slightly Agree

Moderately Agree

Strongly Agree

1. Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue.
2. When the government makes laws, the number one principle should be ensuring that everyone is
treated fairly.
3. I am proud of my countrys history.
4. Respect for authority is something all children need to learn.
5. People should not do things that are disgusting, even if no one is harmed.
6. It is better to do good than to do bad.
7. One of the worst things a person could do is hurt a defenseless animal.
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8. Justice is the most important requirement for a society.
9. People should be loyal to their family members, even when they have done something wrong.
10. Men and women each have different roles to play in society.
11. I would call some acts wrong on the grounds that they are unnatural.
12. It can never be right to kill a human being.
13. I think its morally wrong that rich children inherit a lot of money while poor children inherit nothing.
14. It is more important to be a team player than to express oneself.
15. If I were a soldier and disagreed with my commanding officers orders, I would obey anyway because that is my duty.
16. Chastity is an important and valuable virtue.
*The Moral Foundations Questionnaire (full version, July 2008) by Jesse Graham, Jonathan Haidt,
and Brian Nosek. For more information about Moral Foundations Theory and scoring this form, see:
www.MoralFoundations.org
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Moral Foundations Questionnaire: 30-Item Full Version Item Key, July 2008
–Below are the items that compose the MFQ30. Variable names are IN CAPS
–Besides the 30 test items there are 2 catch items, MATH and GOOD
–For more information about the theory, or to print out a version of this scale formatted for participants,
or to learn about scoring this scale, please see: www.moralfoundations.org
——————————————————————————————————————–
PART 1 ITEMS (responded to using the following response options: not at all relevant, not very relevant,
slightly relevant, somewhat relevant, very relevant, extremely relevant)
MATH - Whether or not someone was good at math [This item is not scored; it is included both to
force people to use the bottom end of the scale, and to catch and cut participants who respond with last 3
response options]
Harm:
EMOTIONALLY - Whether or not someone suffered emotionally
WEAK - Whether or not someone cared for someone weak or vulnerable
CRUEL - Whether or not someone was cruel
Fairness:
TREATED - Whether or not some people were treated differently than others
UNFAIRLY - Whether or not someone acted unfairly
RIGHTS - Whether or not someone was denied his or her rights
Ingroup:
LOVECOUNTRY - Whether someones action showed love for his or her country
BETRAY - Whether or not someone did something to betray his or her group
LOYALTY - Whether or not someone showed a lack of loyalty
Authority:
RESPECT - Whether or not someone showed a lack of respect for authority
TRADITIONS - Whether or not someone conformed to the traditions of society
CHAOS - Whether or not an action caused chaos or disorder
Purity:
DECENCY - Whether or not someone violated standards of purity and decency
DISGUSTING - Whether or not someone did something disgusting
GOD - Whether or not someone acted in a way that God would approve of
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PART 2 ITEMS (responded to using the following response options: strongly disagree, moderately disagree, slightly disagree, slightly agree, moderately agree, strongly agree)
GOOD It is better to do good than to do bad. [Not scored, included to force use of top of the scale,
and to catch and cut people who respond with first 3 response options]
Harm:
COMPASSION - Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue.
ANIMAL - One of the worst things a person could do is hurt a defenseless animal.
KILL - It can never be right to kill a human being.
Fairness:
FAIRLY - When the government makes laws, the number one principle should be ensuring that everyone
is treated fairly.
JUSTICE Justice is the most important requirement for a society.
RICH - I think its morally wrong that rich children inherit a lot of money while poor children inherit
nothing.
Ingroup:
HISTORY - I am proud of my countrys history.
FAMILY - People should be loyal to their family members, even when they have done something wrong.
TEAM - It is more important to be a team player than to express oneself.
Authority:
KIDRESPECT - Respect for authority is something all children need to learn.
SEXROLES - Men and women each have different roles to play in society.
SOLDIER - If I were a soldier and disagreed with my commanding officers orders, I would obey anyway
because that is my duty.
Purity:
HARMLESSDG - People should not do things that are disgusting, even if no one is harmed.
UNNATURAL - I would call some acts wrong on the grounds that they are unnatural.
CHASTITY - Chastity is an important and valuable virtue.
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